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Welcome to Mini-Maven Magazine! 
 
Each month at Mini-Maven we feature a cover story and 2-4 fashion editorials, range between 8-10 pages in length. 
All mini-maven editorials must correlate with each season’s fashion trends and are shoppable the month they are 
published. To maintain the integrity of Mini-Maven standards, it is important our stylist and creative’s have access 
to relevant and emerging fashion brands. Our goal is for your creative team to weave together a story and create 
an innovative fashion series for the modern child. 
 
Editorial Submissions 
 
We are currently accepting editorial submissions from talented creative’s in our industry. If you are a 
photographer, makeup/hair artist, stylist who is looking to collaborate and submit an upcoming editorial please 
provide your name, website, and fully thought out concept accompanied by a mood board reflecting your narrative. 
Be sure to include you ideas for palette, season, location and age range of models. We do not consider any already 
photographed editorials. If you have a proposal for a video concept please submit your idea with a mood board to 
submit@mini-maven.com. Your proposal must be well developed and suitable for our online publication.  
 
Mini-Maven Submission 
We are always looking for our next sparkling Mini-Maven! To submit your Maven, please send (in jpeg format) their 
headshot, full body image, age, height, size, and location to submit@mini-maven.com. Please keep in mind, that we 
keep ALL submissions and may contact you at a later date should we find something suitable for your child.  
 
Advertising Opportunities 
If you are interested in advertising/partnering with Mini-Maven.com, please send all contact info for your 
company/business, a brief description along with the URL to connect@mini-maven.com. You will receive a prompt 
response from us with a media kit outlining our pricing and specifications, as well as our current website traffic.  
 
Interview Feature / Mavens Inspire 
At Mini-Maven.com, innovative fashion and inspiration are the foundation of our stories! If you are a manager, 
agent or publicist who would like to pitch their client to us for a possible feature in an upcoming issue we would love 
to connect. If you are a fashion, lifestyle, industry brand and seek more visibility and would like a feature 
highlighting your recent collection lets connect! Does your child have an inspiring story that you think would be 
suited for Mini-Maven.com, we want to hear! Please email us at connect@mini-maven.com and tell us about 
yourself and/or brand and we will provide you with next steps.  


